The photoacoustic calorimetry technique is described in detail, as a tool for high precision thermochemistry studies of transient species. The need for a method to assess a photoacoustic calorimeter is underlined, and the reaction of phenol with di-tert-butyl peroxide is proposed as a possible candidate. The method for determining the O-H bond dissociation enthalpy in phenol from the photoacoustic experiments is discussed and a proposed "direct" method is compared with an "indirect" method established in the literature. The obtained value of (359.5 ± 5.2) kJ · mol −1 is in good agreement with the literature result obtained by the "indirect" method.
Introduction
The first experimental results obtained with a photoacoustic calorimeter, dealing with the thermochemistry of chemical reactions, were reported over 15 years ago. (1, 2) Since then, several groups have been using the same technique to investigate the energetics of many short-lived species in solution, not amenable to "classical" calorimetric techniques. (3, 4) 
Theory
The theory of the photoacoustic effect was described by Tam and Patel (7, 8) and its application to pulsed laser photoacoustic calorimetry was established by the groups of Peters (1, 9) and Braslavsky. (2) Recently, a comprehensive review of the wider scope of the photoacoustic effect applications, asserting some of the modern developments in the correct interpretation of experimental data, was presented by Braslavsky and Heibel. (4) The first PAC studies on phenol compounds were reported by Griller and co-workers (10, 11) and a revised method of data interpretation was presented later by Wayner et al. (12) Although the theory of the method has been discussed in detail in the above references, it is useful to digest it briefly here.
The simplest way of illustrating the photoacoustic effect in our specific domain of interest (photoacoustic calorimetry) is to consider the very basic design of a photoacoustic calorimeter (figure 1).
The cell contains the sample, which is a diluted solution of a photoreactive species. When the laser pulse travels throughout the cell, part of its energy is consumed by the photoreactive compound and initiates the process of interest, while the remaining excess laser energy is deposited in the solution as heat. This abrupt and localized heating causes the solution to expand locally, thus producing a sound wave that propagates through the fluid. Being an acoustic wave, it can be detected by a simple microphone-scope arrangement. Moreover, since the photoacoustic phenomenon is very fast (typically in the microsecond range), the microphone is in fact an ultrasonic piezoelectric transducer and the scope a digitizing oscilloscope capable of very fast sampling. The amplitude S of the acoustic wave thus measured is, in a first analysis, proportional to the volume increase of the irradiated sample v, equation (1):
where the proportionality constant K d is a function of the geometry of the calorimeter and other instrument parameters. This increase of volume is in turn due to the thermal expansion mechanism referred to above. It can be quantified by the intuitively appealing equation (2):
which states that the thermal volume increase is proportional to the laser energy absorbed by the solution, given by (1 − T )E, where T is the sample transmittance and E the laser pulse energy. The yield of this conversion from radiant to thermal energy is the aimed experimental result. It is represented by φ nr , which designates the fraction of the laser energy released non-radiatively in thermal relaxation processes. χ is the adiabatic expansion coefficient of the solvent, related to some of its thermophysical properties: density ρ, heat capacity C p and the cubic expansion coefficient α p [equation (3) ]:
The working equation for photoacoustic calorimetry is simply the conjunction of equations (1) and (2) , equation (4) :
The calibration constant K is strongly dependent on the instrumental specifications and geometry of the calorimeter (K d ), and on the solvent thermoelastic properties (χ ), equation (5):
The constant K can be determined through a calibration, which is a comparative assay made in exactly the same conditions as the main experiment, but using a photoacoustic calibrant instead of the sample compound. The calibrants are substances which have known values of φ nr from independent measurements or, more conveniently, substances that dissipate all of the absorbed energy as heat (φ nr = 1), like ferrocene (13) or orthohydroxybenzophenone. (14) A direct comparison of the signals obtained with sample and calibration compounds allows the elimination of constant K from the calculations.
The desired enthalpic information for the phenomenon under investigation can now be easily obtained through a simple energy balance, whose terms will obviously depend on the processes that occur in each specific system. For the simplest case of a single photochemical reaction, the energy balance is given by equation (6) :
where E m is the molar energy input, corresponding to the laser photons energy N A hν (e.g.
E m = 354.87 kJ · mol −1 for the nitrogen laser used in our calorimeter; see section 3). If the reaction quantum yield ( r ) is known, its enthalpy ( r H ) can be determined after the amount of heat dissipated in solution ( obs H ) is obtained from the photoacoustic experiment by equation (7):
A more general form of equation (6) is equation (8):
where f E f corresponds to energy loss through fluorescence and u E u designates the "useful" energy, the one that is used to drive the process of interest, e.g. a chemical reaction, in which case it will take the form explicited above, r r H . It is important to emphasize that equation (4) is an approximation, depending heavily on two assumptions. The first one is a direct consequence of the way in which the transducer responds to the rate of the process originating the photoacoustic wave: all "fast" processes yield a measured waveform with exactly the same time-profile; all "slow" processes give rise to virtually no signal; between these two extremes an intermediate regime exists, in which the time-profile of the measured waveform varies to reflect the rate of the process. These fast and slow process rates are defined in relation to the intrinsic response of the microphone, determined by its characteristic oscillation frequency ν. Figure 2 illustrates this behavior, according to a mathematical model put forward by Peters and co-workers (1, 9) to describe the response of a transducer with a given characteristic frequency (ν) to pressure waves originated by processes with varying rates (varying lifetimes τ ). It should be mentioned that, as those authors stated, this model is an oversimplification and its premises do not hold in realistic experiments. However, the qualitative conclusions outlined above are still true for the vast majority of cases.
As figure 2 shows, for processes with τ 1/ν (fast processes, usually classified as "prompt") the wave amplitude will depend only on the amount of heat being deposited during the process. This is what allows the simple technique expressed by equation (4) to be used, as long as both experiment and calibration meet this time constraint, enabling a direct comparison between the two signals. If the process being measured is not fast enough (τ ∼ 1/ν), the measured waveform will broaden to track its time-profile, and its amplitude will decrease because of that fact (and not because less heat is being deposited), thus invalidating the comparison. Finally, slow processes (τ 1/ν) that may happen after the process of interest can be dismissed from the energy balance, which is one of the most advantageous features of this technique. For instance, let us recall the previous example of a single photochemical reaction and consider that the products are transient species, e.g. radicals. The process of interest (the reaction) is the only prompt one, the one that takes place during the experimental time-window and can be quantified by the equations presented above. Although the radicals thus formed will no doubt be involved in subsequent chemistry, those processes will often be too slow to contribute to the signal, so they do not need to be considered in the energy balance. Therefore, the thermodynamic information on the radical species can easily be obtained by the procedure described above. In practice, the time-constraint condition may be met by a careful choice of the right experimental conditions for the right transducer. Kinetic data for the process of interest is of great help in choosing those conditions. The validity of the condition τ 1/ν can easily be verified experimentally for the system of interest, by comparing the timeprofile of the calibration and sample waveforms (see below), or by varying conditions (e.g. sample concentration; see section 5) until the experimental waveform reaches a maximum in amplitude.
The second assumption underlying the derivation of equation (4) states that the photoacoustic wave is generated exclusively by thermal expansion of the irradiated region. While the first assumption can generally be met by carefully chosen experimental conditions, this second one is in fact wrong for most systems and was overlooked in the first applications of the technique, as pointed out by Hung and Grabowski (15) and by Clark et al. (16) In addition to the thermal expansion mechanism for photoacoustic wave generation, the processes studied by photoacoustic calorimetry are frequently accompanied by "intrinsic volume changes", a mechanism which also results in sound wave emission. Examples of such processes include the production of excited states with large changes in polarity and, of more concern to us, chemical reactions, such as photodissociations.
The production of sound waves through this mechanism is analogous to that for thermal expansion, but now the expansion of the fluid is chemically induced when the solvent molecules rearrange themselves around the space occupied by the new chemical species (as opposed to a thermal-induced expansion of the fluid, caused by a temperature increase). While both these mechanisms are responsible for the photoacoustic signal, only the thermal contribution is related to the enthalpy of the process, and application of equation (4) without explicitly separating the intrinsic volume contribution can lead to significant errors. Equation (4) must then be rewritten to allow for both contributions, as in equation (9):
where φ obs is the "apparent" (or "observed") fraction of photon energy released as heat.
The correct derivation of the working equations involves replacing equation (1), which only takes into account the thermal volume increase, by equation (10), where both contributions are considered. The thermal volume change in equation (1) [and in equation (2)] was renamed th v to distinguish it from the intrinsic (or "chemical") volume change chem v:
Similarly to equation (2) , the intrinsic volume change can be expanded in terms of measurable quantities, according to equation (11):
where chem V is the molar intrinsic volume change and the quotient is simply the number of moles of photoexcited molecules. Both volume contributions [equations (2) and (11)] can now be explicited in equation (10) , yielding equation (12):
Finally, combining equations (9) and (12), the experimental accessible quantity (φ obs ) is related to the fraction actually converted into heat (φ nr ), equation (13):
Equation (13) shows that the enthalpic contribution can be distinguished from the reaction volume by measuring φ obs as a function of the adiabatic expansion coefficient (χ ). A number of experimental methodologies have been developed to exploit this relationship. For the case of aqueous solutions, there are several examples in the literature where both contributions have been resolved by studying the photoacoustic signal as a function of temperature, (17) since the χ of water has a large temperature dependence. In contrast, the values of χ for organic solvents change only slightly with temperature. However, Hung and Grabowski (15) demonstrated that the same study can be made by varying χ across a series of solvents for which it is expected that both the intrinsic reaction enthalpy and volume remain constant, e.g. a series of alkanes. On the other hand, the values of χ for organic solvents are sensitive to pressure, and a recent development of the photoacoustic technique that uses a hydrostatic apparatus capable of very high pressures allows a more direct application of equation (13) for these solvents. (18) For the specific case of the chemical reactions addressed in this paper (see section 7), the volume contribution can be estimated (16) or indirectly derived by separate experiments using auxiliary reactions. (12) In either case the experimentally accessible quantity is φ obs and not φ nr . The observed fraction of photon energy is then related to the observed heat deposited in solution ( obs H ) by equation (14) . For the simple case presented above of the single photochemical reaction [equation (6) ], the reaction enthalpy is calculated from obs H through the energy balance in equation (15) , where the correction for the reaction volume term was carried over from equation (13) and related to the true reaction volume change, r V , defined in equation (16):
It can be explained at this point that r is the total quantum yield for the formation of freely diffusing products (in contrast with the primary quantum yield for the extremely fast formation inside the solvent cage), because that is the process that takes place during the experimental time-window.
It should also be pointed out that the approximations of equation (4) do in fact hold for the special group of substances that are chosen as photoacoustic calibrants. As referred to before, these are substances that dissipate all of the absorbed energy as heat, but that do so entirely via a thermal mechanism (no net volume change) which is also very fast (prompt). Hence, for the correct elimination of the calibration constant K in equation (9) , the attention in choosing the right experimental conditions is focused on the main experiment only. The volume change correction is related exclusively to this assay (since it is negligible for the calibration) and, as stated above, the verification that it meets the time-constraint requirement can be easily confirmed by matching the temporal profiles of the calibration and experiment photoacoustic waveforms. Further properties and application ranges for various photoacoustic calibrants are systematized elsewhere. (4) 
Apparatus
Our photoacoustic calorimeter follows the design of Griller and co-workers. (10) It can be divided into three subsets of instruments converging on a standard absorbance cell (the calorimetric cell CC, see figure 3 ). The first set is used to initiate the photophysical process in the cell; the second allows the detection and measurement of the photoacoustic signal thus produced; and the third is used to measure the solution transmittance. A flow line conducts the solutions throughout the system. The calorimeter can operate under inert atmosphere conditions and is located in a dark room (experiments can be made in the absence of outside light, if necessary) where the temperature variation during an experiment is less than 0.5 K. nitrogen laser) emits pulses at 337.1 nm with 800 ps duration. It should be pointed out that the stability of the laser output is crucial for the quality of the final experimental results. Although the calorimeter has referencing systems that compensate for small variations in pulse energy, special care should be taken in choosing the correct operating parameters for the laser. Typically, we use a repetition rate of c. 3 Hz, which determines the adjustment of the remaining parameters. The optical components, aligned between the laser and the calorimetric cell, consist of an iris (I), a filter support (F), and a collimating lens (L). The iris (Newport M-ID-1.5) is used to cut out most of the laser output and allow only a thin cylinder of light to pass through its aperture, set to c. 2 mm. The laser energy that reaches the cell is further controlled by the use of neutral density filters (Newport FSQ-ND(A), A = 003, 01, 03 and 05). These are placed on the home-made support in various combinations, to a maximum of three simultaneously, allowing the laser energy to be lowered in steps to about 10 per cent of the total. The collimating lens (Newport SBX-058 mounted on M-ALM-2) focuses the beam just before the calorimetric cell, where it arrives with a width of c. 1 mm. This focusing operation is critical in obtaining a good photoacoustic wave (see below). The calorimetric cell is a standard quartz flow-through cuvette with 10 mm path length (Hellma 174-QS) which is placed on top of a piezoelectric transducer (CM). A home-made brass press holds the two in perfect contact (a small amount of Apiezon-N is used to improve the signal transmission from the cell to the transducer). All the above-mentioned components are mounted on an optical bench (Newport XSN-33) with standard holders (Newport M-VPH-2) and posts (Newport M-SP-4 or 8), which allows them to be vertically adjusted. Both the lens and the calorimetric cell-transducer block can be further adjusted horizontally by means of translation stages (Newport M-TSX-1A), parallel to the laser beam in the case of the lens, and perpendicular to it in the case of the cell-transducer block. The laser is mounted on a separate table, adjusted in relation to the rest of the system. All these degrees of freedom in the geometry of the initiation system, particularly in the laser-lens-cell arrangement, are necessary to fine-tune the photoacoustic signal, a rather troublesome trial-and-error operation but critical for the quality of the results. One important aspect was already mentioned: the width of the beam as it arrives at the cell. At the focus, the extremely high photon density can originate multiphotonic processes which invalidate equation (4) [and hence (9)]. On the other hand, a beam too wide could lead to more than one photoacoustic generation site, also invalidating the assumptions made in deriving equation (4) . In our calorimeter the best results are usually obtained with the above-mentioned beam width at the cell of c. 1 mm, accomplished by focusing the beam just before the cell. Also critical is the position at which the beam arrives at the cell in relation to the cell walls and to the microphone. It seems sensible that it should be located at the center in relation to the lateral cell walls, and as close to the transducer as possible, in order to minimize interference of the original photoacoustic wave with its reflections from the walls. Once again, in our calorimeter the best results (larger signal amplitude and more symmetrical wave) are obtained when the laser hits the cell at c. 3 mm from the base. The laser energy reaching the cell with this geometry, measured with the pyroelectric probe (see below) when the cell is filled with solvent (benzene, spectroscopic grade or better) and without any attenuating filters ("blank conditions") is c. 30 µJ.
PHOTOACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The photoacoustic measuring system consists simply of the aforementioned piezoelectric transducer (CM) connected first to an ultrasonic pre-amplifier (CP) and then to a digitizing oscilloscope (O). The oscilloscope, together with the remaining main measuring devices of the calorimeter (see below), is interfaced with a personal computer (PC) running a homemade program which controls the data acquisition during the photoacoustic experiments, according to the procedure described in section 4. The transducer (Panametrics V101-RB) has a characteristic frequency of 0.5 MHz, which determines the time-window of the calorimeter (see section 2). The photoacoustic signals detected by the transducer are first amplified (Panametrics 5662) with a gain of 34 dB and then digitized and stored in the oscilloscope (Tektronix 2430A), with 8 bits resolution. All the connections are made with shielded coaxial cables (BNC50, Tektronix 012-0057-01). It is important to mention that we have chosen to trigger the signal detection with the oscilloscope itself. In this way, a minimum amplitude level for the signal to detect can be set, and low amplitude signals resulting either from noise or from the occasional laser misfire can be easily ruled out. Usually 32 laser shots (if the measurements are noisy, this value can be increased to 64 or, in worst cases, 128 shots) are used to produce one waveform like the one displayed in figure 4 , and five of these waveforms are averaged to produce a single data point for analysis, the amplitude of the photoacoustic signal S. This was arbitrarily defined as the first peak to peak distance (instead of, for instance, the height of the first peak), which avoids the need of defining the position of the baseline. The oscilloscope is interfaced with the computer through a GPIB interface (Keithley KPC-488.2AT).
TRANSMITTANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
In our calorimeter we have implemented two independent systems to measure the sample transmittance. Both have advantages and disadvantages, and both have been adopted in photoacoustic calorimeters described in the literature. When used simultaneously, they provide a straightforward way to test if the assumptions of equation (1) are being met (e.g. testing for multiphoton effects) and generally allow for a better confidence in the experimental results.
The first system uses a pyroelectric probe (P) that measures the laser beam intensity just after the calorimetric cell. The signal is then amplified (PP) and stored on an energy meter (EM). This is finally connected to the computer (PC) through a RS232 interface for data acquisition and control. The probe (Gentec ED-100) is mounted on a home-made holder on the optical bench that allows adjustment of its position in relation to the beam. This adjustment is critical for the reproducible measurement of transmittance throughout an experiment (and, moreover, for the quality of the final results), but it is much simpler to accomplish than the photoacoustic signal tuning. In our calorimeter the probe is located at about 2 cm after the calorimetric cell (smaller distances may lead to strong reflections of the beam at the probe and into the cell again, disturbing the photoacoustic wave), and perfectly aligned with the emerging laser beam so as to make the signal as high as possible for the given fixed geometry. The same number of laser shots as before (typically 32) are used for each reading of laser energy, and the results of five readings are averaged to produce a single data point for analysis, according to the calculation methods described in section 4. The probe is connected via the same shielded coaxial cables as before (BNC50) to the pre-amplifier (Gentec EDX-1) set at a 100-fold gain, and then to the energy meter (Gentec EM-1) calibrated according to the probe specifications.
The second system to measure the transmittance is based on a spectrophotometer (SP) whose sample cell (SC) is also a standard flow-through quartz cell, identical to the calorimetric cell from where the solution is flowed. This option needs a referencing system to allow normalization of the photoacoustic signal, since the laser energy varies slightly from pulse to pulse. It should be recalled that what is measured with the photoacoustic calorimeter is the relation between the photoacoustic signal and the solution transmittance [see equation (9)]. In the first system, involving the pyroelectric probe, the normalization is unnecessary as both measurements are made simultaneously at the same site, and the beam for the transmittance measurement is the same that drives the photoacoustic signal. Therefore, variations in the beam energy will affect both measurements to the same extent, and will cancel out. Using a spectrophotometer, the two measurements are made independently, so a system that compensates for laser energy fluctuations in the photoacoustic signal generation should be employed. This referencing system is basically a laser energy measuring system, and the normalization consists simply in dividing the photoacoustic signal by the laser energy of the pulse that originated it, measured with this reference system. In our calorimeter the laser energy is monitored using the photoacoustic effect itself. Part of the laser energy is deflected using a beam splitter (BS) to a duplicate of the principal photoacoustic measuring system, which includes a reference cell (RC), a piezoelectric transducer (RM), and a pre-amplifier (RP), all identical to their principal counterparts, and connected in the same way to a second channel in the oscilloscope. The reference cell contains a 1.0 absorbance solution of ortho-hydroxybenzophenone (a photoacoustic calibrant; see section 2) in iso-octane, and the geometry of this arrangement is carefully tuned (as described for the main photoacoustic measurement system) so as to produce a c. 100 mV photoacoustic wave for the geometry and the conditions mentioned above (blank conditions). The beam-splitter (Newport M-PBS-2) is mounted on a holder and post of the same types as before and its orientation can be fine-tuned via a rotatingbase (Newport M-RSX-1M). In our calorimeter the beam-splitter makes a 48 • angle with the incident beam, which corresponds to c. 10 per cent deflection of the incident laser energy to the reference cell. The linearity of the reference signal with the incident laser energy can be seen in figure 5 , constructed via the interposition of various filters in the support F.
It should be pointed out that a certain amount of reference solution must be kept flowing through the reference cell, otherwise the signal amplitude diminishes gradually with time. This effect should correspond to a local depletion of ortho-hydroxybenzophenone at the laser illuminated region in the cell, probably caused by natural convection mechanisms due to temperature gradients formed inside the cell, by the laser action. (10) In our calorimeter, The main component of the second transmittance measuring system is a spectrophotometer (Cary 3E UV-Vis), whose main features are a pre-monochromator and a variable width slit located after the main monochromator. The working wavelength can therefore be selected with great precision at 337.1 nm, corresponding to the laser beam wavelength. Setting up the spectrophotometer is trivial. The spectral bandwidth (slit width) is set at 0.5 nm, and the signal averaging time is 3 s (corresponding to an average of 90 readings for each measurement, according to the instrument specifications). The spectrophotometer reference cell is a standard (non-flow) quartz cell (Hellma 100-QS) containing the solution (or pure solvent) corresponding to the experiment blank. The spectrophotometer is also connected to the computer via a GPIB interface (Varian IEEE-488) and controlled in concert with the other two measuring devices (oscilloscope and energy meter), according to the procedure described in section 4.
SAMPLE FLOW LINE
The flow line starts at a specially designed Schlenk-type glass reservoir, from where the solution is impelled throughout the calorimeter via a small positive pressure of argon in the reservoir. The samples are prepared in this container, usually by dilution of stock solutions. Depending on the experimental procedure (see section 4), the solutions used in the calorimeter have absorbance values typically between 0.01 and 0.13. The lower value is determined by the detection limit of the calorimeter (in terms of the signal to noise ratio of the photoacoustic signal), and the upper value is an empirically chosen safety limit to ensure that equation (4), derived for the case of dilute solutions, is applicable. Since the reservoir is basically a Schlenk, the solutions can be prepared under inert atmosphere in a argon-vacuum line, and then transported to the calorimeter to be studied under the same conditions. Other features of the reservoir include a frit at the end of the entrance conduct, which acts as a bubbler, and the Teflon J. Young stopcocks, which accurately control the inflow of argon and the outflow of the solution. Teflon PFA tubing (TT) was used for the flow line since, unlike normal PTFE Teflon, it is impervious to oxygen. Some glassTeflon adapters were built in order to ensure airtight connections throughout the flow line. A system of inter-connected three-way valves (Cole-Parmer G-06473-15) is located near the end of the flow line. The first one (V1) is used to purge the system and the second (V2) allows the introduction of solvent to clean the line through a syringe (S). The flow line comes full circle at a Y-shaped mini-manifold (AM) that controls the argon entrance in the system. The argon pressure can therefore be used to impel the solution through the calorimeter during an experimental run and, at the end, by using a different configuration for the V1, V2, and needle valves, to clean the line with solvent in the opposite flow direction. It should be mentioned at this point that the calorimeter can operate in static or, if the experiment demands (see section 6), in flow mode, i.e. with solution constantly flowing through the calorimeter during the experiment. The flow can be accurately controlled with proper operation of the above mentioned valves, particularly the J. Young exit stopcock at the sample reservoir.
Operation and calculations
As described previously, a photoacoustic calorimetry assay consists of two consecutive experimental runs, the calibration, and the experiment. In the first one, a photoacoustic calibrant is used to determine the proportionality constant K in equation (9) . Then the procedure is repeated with the sample of interest, ensuring that the time constraint referred to in section 2 is met, and also that the experimental conditions are as close as possible to the calibration ones (maintaining constant the factors that affect K ; see below). Since the procedure for both calibration and experiment is identical, it will be illustrated here for the simpler case of the calibration (φ obs = φ nr = 1) for which equation (9) takes the form of equation (17):
This equation shows that, in order to determine K , one can either plot the photoacoustic signal amplitude S against the transmittance factor (1 − T ) keeping the laser energy E constant, or against E if (1−T ) is kept constant. These two calculation methods correspond to two possible experimental procedures: varying the solution transmittance and varying the laser energy.
PROCEDURE 1: VARYING THE SOLUTION TRANSMITTANCE
This method consists of using solutions with different concentrations of the photoreactive compound, in order to build a table of values of S against T . The transmittance can be measured by using either one of the two systems described in section 3 (the pyroelectric probe or the spectrophotometer), keeping in mind that in the latter case the photoacoustic signal must be normalized with the reference signal S R . Equation (18) is the working form of equation (17) using this procedure. If the probe is used to measure the transmittance, the normalization is not necessary and the left side of the equation is simply S:
The experimental procedure starts by argon-purging the necessary volume of the experimental solution (pure solvent or a blank solution, e.g. of a given substrate) in the sample reservoir (SR), typically 50 mL (the flow line dead volume is c. 10 mL), for about 30 min. The solution is then impelled with argon through the calorimeter, making sure that the calorimetric and spectrophotometric cells are completely filled. Starting the laser initiates the data acquisition, synchronized by the computer. As mentioned in section 3, usually 32 laser shots are used to produce a measurement, and five measurements are averaged to yield a data point for analysis. The recorded values are the photoacoustic signal S 0 (where 0 denotes the blank conditions) and the reference photoacoustic signal S R0 , both measured by the oscilloscope. If the transmittance is to be measured with the spectrophotometer, then its baseline is set at this stage. Conversely, if the transmittance is to be determined with the probe, the laser energy E 0 , measured by the energy meter, is recorded instead of the reference photoacoustic signal. Before the introduction of the next solution, the reservoir is separated from the flow line and this is purged and dried out by a large flow of argon in the reverse direction. The solution for the next data point is prepared in the reservoir, usually by adding the necessary value of a stock solution of the photoreactive compound. The above procedure is then repeated. As mentioned in section 3, the measurements can be performed in flow whenever necessary. The flow is increased until the photoacoustic waveform becomes stable, and typically does not exceed 2 mL/min. The recorded values are now S 1 ( 1 denotes the first data point), S R1 and the transmittance measured with the spectrophotometer, T , or simply S 1 and E 1 if the transmittance is to be determined with the probe. The procedure is then repeated for increasingly concentrated solutions. These are usually prepared, as before, by successive addition of the adequate amount of photoreactive compound from the stock to the remaining of the solution used previously. Before introduction in the calorimeter, each new solution is argon-purged and the flow line is flushed and dried with argon. Usually four solutions of different concentration are used, which, together with the blank, amounts to a total of five points for data analysis. The complete procedure is performed twice, first for the calibration and then with the sample. If the transmittance is measured with the spectrophotometer, then the relevant equations for the calibration are:
where C denotes calibration and R reference. Equation (19) corresponds to the calorimetric cell measurements, and equation (20) refers to the laser energy measurements with the reference system. Equation (21) is the normalization of equation (19) Example of an experiment (di-tert-butylperoxide and phenol in benzene) using procedure 1. S E /S R = 13.17(1 − T ) E + 0.14, r = 0.9998. against (1 − T ) C allows the determination of the calibration constant K 1 according to this procedure, as illustrated in figure 6 .
The relevant equations for the experiment are, in addition to equation (20):
where E denotes experiment. Figure 7 shows the result of a typical experiment. Finally, the desired experimental result, the observed fraction of photon energy released as heat (φ obs ), is simply the ratio between the slopes of the lines in figures 7 (experiment) and 6 (calibration). If, instead of using the spectrophotometer, one uses the probe to determine the transmittances, the normalization is not necessary and only equations (19) and (22) are needed, modified so that the constant laser energy E is incorporated into the constant K (though, as explained in section 3, the laser energy may fluctuate, the variations in laser energy will lead to equal changes in the photoacoustic signal, so that their relation will remain constant). The transmittance for each solution (each data point i ) is calculated by dividing the measured laser energy for that point by the laser energy measured with blank conditions, equation (24):
The calculation then proceeds as described above.
It should be pointed out that the transmittances measured according to equation (24) are not absolute values, since they depend on the laser energy, which fluctuates from data point to data point. However, by following this procedure, no normalization is necessary since these values will be compared with the photoacoustic signals measured with that same laser energy, again canceling the fluctuation effects. Moreover, manipulation of equations (19), (22) , and (24), taking into account what was already explained about the comparative nature of the method, shows that the procedure can be further simplified. This exercise leads to equations (25) and (26), for calibration and experiment, respectively, where all constant terms were included into K 1 and a:
The above equations allow the determination of φ obs using the slopes obtained by plotting the photoacoustic signal against the measured laser energy.
PROCEDURE 2: VARYING THE LASER ENERGY
In the second procedure it is the laser energy, and not the solution transmittance, that is changed, by the interposition of different neutral density filters. The laser energy is measured using the pyroelectric probe, regardless of it being positioned after the cell, as the solution used is the same throughout the experiment (T is constant). It could also be measured by using the referencing system, since S R is directly proportional to the laser energy, as explained in section 3 ( figure 5 ). To keep the experimental conditions identical between calibration and experiment, the measurements have to be normalized by the transmittance factor, equation (27) :
Ideally, the experiment and calibration solutions should be optically matched (within c. 2 per cent). The experimental procedure starts once again by acquiring the data for the blank conditions, and so the calorimeter cells are filled with previously argon-purged blank solution (less than 20 mL are enough for this operation). Starting the laser triggers the data acquisition controlled by the computer, and the values of photoacoustic signal S 0 , laser energy E 0 , and reference signal S R0 , are recorded using the same averaging as before. Again, if the transmittance is to be measured with the spectrophotometer, its baseline is set at this stage. The flow line is then drained and dried out with argon. An argon-purged sample solution with the appropriate concentration (usually with an absorbance near 0.100) is then flowed to the calorimeter cells. If the experiment does not require flow, less than 20 mL of solution is needed for the assay. The considerably lower amount of solution needed is one of the advantages of this procedure, as compared with procedure 1. The other is that the experiments are considerably less time-consuming. In fact, after recording the measurements for the first data point S 1 , E 1 , S R1 , only the laser energy is changed, by interposition of the appropriate filter, and the next data point is recorded, without changing the solution in the calorimeter. Usually, the scale of laser energies chosen corresponds to the filters of absorbance 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5, in addition to the first data point for which no filter is used. This progression is equivalent to 100, 93, 75, 51, and 37 per cent in laser dosage. Analysis of experimental data is also conceptually simpler according to this procedure, since no normalization is required. The equations needed are (28) and (29), corresponding to calibration and experiment, respectively:
where the symbols have the same meaning as before. The transmittance values for the calibration and experiment solutions can be measured either with the spectrophotometer or with the probe. In the first case, this reading can obviously be done at any time after the calorimeter is filled with the solution. In the latter case, the value is computed using equation (30) , which differs from equation (24) because now an absolute value is required. This is accomplished by normalizing the laser energy with the reference signal, thus canceling eventual laser fluctuations between measurements for the blank and first data point measurements:
Figures 8 and 9 show the application of this method for a typical calibration and experiment, respectively. The value of φ obs is given by the ratio between the slopes of the lines in figures 9 and 8.
The main advantage of this second procedure is that one can readily check for multiphoton effects, simply by analysing the quality of the correlations obtained. It should be stressed that the excellent correlations in figures 6 to 9 are typical. Indeed, we have observed that experiments where multiphoton effects occur can yield correlation factors as good as 0.999. (19) We empirically chose a confidence limit of r > 0.9995, below which any set of experiments is usually discarded.
It should also be pointed out that the results obtained with procedures 1 and 2 should match, and the above examples actually illustrate this. They both refer to the determination of the O-H bond dissociation enthalpy of phenol in benzene, according to the strategy presented in section 5. The experimental results obtained for each procedure, in terms of It is now appropriate to discuss in more detail some important aspects that must be observed when performing a photoacoustic calorimetry experiment, to ensure the quality of the results. The first requirement is obvious: as with any comparative technique, the conditions of the calibration and experiment must be exactly the same or, more realistically, as similar as possible, so as to ensure an effective cancellation of the calibration constant. As mentioned before, this constant depends on one hand on the design of the calorimeter [its geometry and the operational parameters of its instruments (K d )] and, on the other hand, on the thermoelastic properties of the solution (χ ), as shown by equation (5) . The factors pertaining to the design of the calorimeter will normally hold between experiments.
Regarding the second consideration, in the vast majority of cases the solutions used are very diluted, so that the thermoelastic properties of the solution will barely be affected by the small amount of solute present in both the calibration and experiment. The relevant thermoelastic properties will thus be the ones of the solvent. There are, however, a number of important applications in which higher concentrations of one or more solutes have to be used. This happens, for instance, in studies of substituted phenol compounds, where one solute is a photoreactive radical precursor and the other is the phenolic substrate (see scheme 1). In order to meet the time constraint referred to in section 2, the phenolic substrate must sometimes be used in relatively high concentrations. For these experimentally more complex applications, it is important to stress the assumptions on which the calculations presented above are based: the thermoelastic properties are those of the solvent and the optical properties are the ones of the photoreactive solute. Any deviation from those conditions (strong influence of the solute on the thermoelastic properties of the solution or considerable absorption of the substrate) will lead to errors in the final result. It should also be pointed out that further complications arise when using more concentrated solutions, even before reaching the limiting conditions that invalidate equation (4) [and (9)]. The most noticeable is the appearance of multiphoton effects, for which the relation between photoacoustic signal and energy absorbed is no longer linear. As mentioned above, this phenomenon is easily detected by a deviation from linearity in the plots illustrated in figures 8 and 9, and can be avoided either by diluting the photoreactive compound or by decreasing the laser energy supplied to the solution. Other problems usually associated with the use of more concentrated solutions include autoquenching processes, oxygen quenching (if the purging of the solution was inefficient) and reabsorption processes (if the substance is strongly fluorescent). (4) For the specific case of the photoacoustic study of reactions involving radical species (e.g. scheme 1), the use of high concentrations not only of the photoreactive compound but also of the substrate will strongly influence the decay kinetics of the metastable species, complicating the analysis of the results (for the example given, other reactions not contemplated in scheme 1 could occur in the experimental time-window).
Defining the PAC test reaction
The more obvious test to assess a photoacoustic calorimeter would be simply to compare two calibration constants, obtained with two different photoacoustic calibrants. This represents an almost ideal test system, since the difficulties or uncertainties associated with the reactions are kept to a minimum. Under these conditions, the discrepancies between results obtained by different investigators with different calorimeters can be directly attributed to the experimental technique. However, a test reaction should also be useful in such a way that it produces a result that can be compared with others obtained independently by different methods, which is obviously inapplicable for the indicated dual calibration test. Moreover, the simple comparison between two photoacoustic calibrants is not a realistic experiment, because it does not provide a complete test of the technique as a tool to determine thermodynamic quantities. One way of exemplifying this inadequacy is, once again, with the studies of substituted phenol compounds. The response of the calorimeter to the reaction properties, namely its kinetics, should follow the one indicated by figure 2, and this should always be experimentally checked to ensure the correct application of the method (see section 2 and below). A test reaction for photoacoustic calorimetry should then also allow for verification that the instrument response to the reaction kinetics is the correct one, which, for the reasons presented in section 2, cannot be done with the calibrants (recall that the kinetics of the processes in which the photoacoustic calibrants are involved are exceedingly fast for most microphones, so the response will always be the same). Nevertheless, despite its shortcomings, the dual calibration test can still be quite useful in verifying the stability of the instrument.
Among several possible candidates for testing photoacoustic calorimeters we have chosen a reaction involving tert-butoxy radicals. This species has been widely used in PAC experiments to investigate the energetics of chemical bonds in many families of compounds, (4, 6) such as the O-H bond in substituted phenols. The energetics of the O-H bond in phenol itself was studied a number of times by this and many other techniques, so there is abundance of literature data to establish comparisons. (20) Curiously, in one of the earlier studies of phenolic compounds by photoacoustic calorimetry, (11) the reaction of phenol with the tert-butoxy radical was used as the anchor for the determination of the O-H bond dissociation enthalpies in other phenols, already hinting at its use as a reference reaction. We then focus on the reaction of phenol with tert-butoxy radicals as a suitable test of photoacoustic calorimeters.
The general strategy involved in the studies referred to above is shown in scheme 1:
The experimental sample is a solution containing both the suitable radical precursor (di-tert-butylperoxide, t-BuOOBu-t) and the desired substrate (phenol, PhOH) in the appropriate concentrations (see below). Irradiation with the laser instantaneously produces tert-butoxy radicals, which subsequently abstract the hydroxylic hydrogen from phenol, yielding the phenoxy radical, PhO • . A suitably inert solvent, one that does not react with the radicals formed in the process, must be used. Benzene is the solvent of choice because it meets this condition and was used extensively in these studies, so the above reactions are well characterized in that medium. The enthalpy of the net reaction in benzene, r H (33), can then be determined by photoacoustic calorimetry by using equation (15) . The goal of this strategy is to derive bond dissociation enthalpies in the gas-phase for a selected bond of the substrate, the O-H bond of phenol in this case, which was the object of considerable studies involving many different techniques in the past years. (20) The kinetic requirement for the photoacoustic experiment is that the reaction must be complete on a time scale much faster than the intrinsic response of the microphone, as explained in section 2. Since reaction (31) is, in practical terms, instantaneous, that requirement will fall only on reaction (32) . The time scale of this reaction can be quantified by its lifetime τ r , which is related to its pseudo first-order rate constant k [PhOH] and can be set by choosing the adequate concentration of phenol, equation (34):
The actual limit value of τ r below which the time-constraint is met for a given transducer is much more ambiguous to define. For a 0.5 MHz transducer (response time 2 µs), Mulder et al. (11) set this limit at 60 ns, based on the observation of a maximum of amplitude of the photoacoustic wave with the concentration of phenol and calculating τ r from its rate constant k = 3.3 · 10 8 M −1 s −1 . (21) Later, Wayner et al. (12) empirically choose 100 ns as that limit, and used laser flash photolysis results to adjust the phenol concentration until the lifetime of reaction (32) was less than that limit. As the microphone specifications are only moderately accurate and any theoretical description of its response in a real photoacoustic experiment will at one point have some approximation, the safest way of ensuring that the time constraint is being met is to verify it experimentally. This can be accomplished by varying the concentration of substrate until the observed waveform reaches a maximum (or, which is equivalent, until the final value obs H reaches a maximum).
Experimental
Phenol (Aldrich, mass fraction >0.99) was sublimed in vacuum and kept under argon prior to use. Ferrocene was prepared according to the literature (22) and purified by double sublimation in vacuum. Ortho-hydroxybenzophenone (Aldrich, mass fraction 0.99) was recrystalized twice from an ethanol-water mixture. Di-tert-butylperoxide (Aldrich) was purified according to a literature procedure. (23) The selected solvent was benzene (Aldrich, Spectroscopic or HPLC grade), and was used as received.
The two methods explained in section 4 were used in this study. In a typical experiment using method 1 (varying the solution transmittance), a solution of phenol in benzene in the adequate concentration (see below) was deoxygenated by argon purging in the sample reservoir and flowed through the calorimeter to set the initial (blank) conditions. The experiment was carried out as explained in section 4, with the solutions for each successive data point being prepared by adding the necessary amount of di-tert-butylperoxide to construct a scale of absorbances up to c. 0.11 (c. 1 to 10 per cent in volume of t-BuOOBut). Prior to the experiment, a calibration was performed in exactly the same way, with the obvious exception that t-BuOOBu-t was replaced by the calibrant, either ferrocene or ortho-hydroxybenzophenone. It should be pointed out that the same phenol solution used in preparing the experiment samples was also used for the calibration, only to ensure that the thermoelastic properties would be as close as possible between the two assays, in keeping with the explanation in section 4. The procedure using method 2 (varying the laser energy) is very similar in regards to sample preparation. The blank solution was made up as before, and then the second procedure described in section 4 was followed. Special care was taken in matching the optical densities of the experiment and calibration solutions (c. 0.100 absorbance units and within 2 per cent of each other), by carefully controlling the amount of, respectively, t-BuOOBu-t and calibrant added. As before, both solutions contained the phenol substrate. To meet the experimental time-constraint we used the limit established by Mulder et al., (11) 0.05 M phenol, as the starting point. The concentration was then increased over a limited range (up to 0.1 M), only to verify the agreement with the results obtained with less concentrated solutions. A more drastic increase in the concentration of substrate would do no good in observing the time-constraint and could compromise the results due to concentration effects (e.g. secondary reactions, background noise in the photoacoustic measurement due to other light-induced phenomena). It should be noted that, since meeting the experimental time-constraint depends on the (imposed) lifetime of the reaction, a constant make-up of reagents in the photoacoustic cell must be maintained. This is accomplished by slowly flowing the solution during the experiment (in both procedures). The flow is adjusted typically at c. 2 mL/min, so that the photoacoustic signal is steady. However, this value will obviously depend on the laser repetition rate and, to a lesser extent, on the concentration of substrate used. Such procedure is unnecessary for the calibration, since the regeneration of the initial conditions after the laser pulse is immediate for these compounds.
The auxiliary solution enthalpies of phenol and di-tert-butylperoxide were determined at T = 298.15 K in a reaction-solution calorimeter described elsewhere. (24) 
Results and discussion
The results derived from the PAC study of the reaction between phenol and di-tertbutylperoxide (scheme 1) are presented in table 1. These values were obtained using procedure 2 and the spectrophotometer (see section 4) for a typical series of experiments. Other exploratory assays were made using both procedures while fine-tuning the experimental conditions (different concentrations of phenol, different adjustments for the flow of solution and the laser repetition rate, and different calorimeter geometries) and the results agree with those in table 1 within experimental errors.
The uncertainty in the final result of obs H in table 1, about 1 per cent, calculated as twice the standard deviation of the mean, is considerably high, especially when compared with the uncertainties assigned to the test reactions for the classical calorimetric techniques. (5) Although this error can, at least in part, be attributed to the chemical system in question, the technique itself is hardly comparable in precision to combustion or even to reaction-solution calorimetry. Although the quality of the photoacoustic measurements seems exceptionally good, as shown by the quality of the correlations obtained (r > 0.9995, see section 4), a realistic error in the ratio of the slopes φ obs is c. 1-2 per cent. As pointed out by Wayner et al., (12) this experimental error is the single most important source of uncertainty in the photoacoustic experiment, amounting typically to an error in the final result of c. 8 kJ · mol −1 . Its causes are difficult to ascertain. Starting with the sample purity, the requirements for this technique are considerably less demanding than for the other types of calorimetry referred to above. It is unlikely that small amounts of impurities could meet the conditions discussed at the end of section 4, together with the time-constraint requirement. In fact, some of the exploratory assays mentioned above were performed using the phenol as supplied and p.a. grade benzene, and the results generally agreed with the ones presented in table 1 (the main difference was in the dispersion of the final results, mostly due to the background noise introduced by the solvent). Furthermore, in contrast with other calorimetric techniques, photoacoustic calorimetry does not require an accurate quantification of the amount of substances used, this being automatically done during the experiment when measuring their transmittance. Moreover, since almost all the measurements are relative [photoacoustic signal against laser energy or sample transmittance, recall equation (9)], a further cancellation of errors exists. An exception is made for the amount of substrate needed to meet the experimental time-constraint, but since this corresponds to a lower limit, its quantification is trivial. Another exception is the optical matching and absorbance measurement of calibration and experiment samples when using procedure 2. However, the high accuracy of the instruments involved in these measurements should keep the errors to a minimum, so that their contribution to the overall uncertainty should be negligible. It could be argued that procedure 1, which does not rely on these absolute measurements, should be more reliable. However, the experimental uncertainties obtained with that method in our and other laboratories are comparable with the uncertainty interval presented above. The main instrumental source of error has been traced to the oscilloscope and its somewhat limited 8-bits resolution. (25) Minor variations in the calorimeter geometry could also be significant enough to introduce errors, as can be demonstrated by the large influence of this factor on the calibration constant. Although these two last reasons (especially the latter) are hard to quantify, the fact is that the calibration constant varies significantly with time, but this phenomenon is commonly dismissed simply as "instrumental drift".
Values of obs H are usually not directly available in the literature. The first relevant thermodynamic result that can be derived from the experimental raw data by using equation (15) is the enthalpy of the net reaction, r H (33) in scheme 1. This involves the knowledge of the quantum yield for the formation of freely diffusing tert-butoxy radicals in benzene, r (31) , and the intrinsic volume change for the overall reaction, r V (33). r (31) was recently measured by actinometry in various solvents, yielding (0.83 ± 0.03) in benzene. (12) As explained by Clark et al., (16) the overall intrinsic volume (12) 374.7 ± 4.7 −(7.4 ± 10.0) This work change will be dominated by the photodissociation of di-tert-butylperoxide, reaction (31), since r V for reaction (32) , where the number of reactants and products species is the same, is expected to be negligible. Wayner et al. (12) made a critical assessment of this value and recommended r V = (13.4 ± 4) mL · mol −1 , independent of solvent. On the other hand, the value for the adiabatic expansion coefficient in benzene is readily calculated from literature data (26) as χ = 0.813 mL · kJ −1 . The r V and χ values selected above can be used to recalculate obs H and r H (33) from the results of two experiments reported in the literature. In table 2 those values are compared with the one obtained in the present work. Although the agreement is good, it would obviously be desirable to have more literature data involving the PAC study of reaction (33) . However, the comparison can be enlarged with data from other experimental techniques if the strategy behind scheme 1 is pursued to its goal, viz. the determination of the O-H bond dissociation enthalpy of phenol in the gas phase, D(PhO-H), defined as the enthalpy of reaction (35), at T = 298.15 K:
The enthalpy of the net reaction r H (33), derived from equation (15) and the values of r V and χ indicated above, can first be related to the solution phase PhO-H bond dissociation enthalpy, D sln (PhO-H), through equation (36):
Direct evaluation of equation (36) (27) f H o m (t-BuOOBu-t, l) = −(380.9 ± 0.9) kJ · mol −1 (28) and f H o m (t-BuOH, l) = −(359.2 ± 0.8) kJ · mol −1 . (28) Finally, the remaining solvation term can be estimated using the hydrogen molecule as a suitable model, (29) yielding sln H o m (H • , g) = (5 ± 1) kJ· mol −1 for organic solvents. (20) Using our photoacoustic results in table 1 and the above data we obtained (373.2 ± 5.2) kJ · mol −1 for the PhO-H bond dissociation enthalpy in benzene. The gas phase bond dissociation enthalpy D(PhO-H) can be calculated from the previous result and equation (37) , which corresponds to the cycle displayed in scheme 2:
(Scheme 2) It is noted that the estimation of the solvation enthalpy of the hydrogen atom is now made redundant by equation (37). The knowledge of this value is only necessary if we aim to determine the bond dissociation enthalpy in solution, since it cancels out when equation (37) is used to derive the gas-phase value. The remaining term to derive D(PhO-H) from D sln (PhO-H) is the difference between the enthalpies of solution of phenol and the phenoxy radical, sln H o (PhOH, g) − sln H o (PhO • , g). In the earlier PAC studies, this term (and the solvation effects altogether) was simply dismissed, and D sln (PhO-H) was identified with D(PhO-H). (11) A similar assumption has been used in many other studies involving different solution techniques, simply because the results were generally in good agreement with the gas-phase data. (20, 30) Furthermore, Kanabus-Kaminska et al. (31) had provided experimental evidence that carbon centered radicals R • and their corresponding precursors RH have similar solvation enthalpies in any solvent, implying that sln H o (RH, g) − sln H o (R • , g) ≈ 0. However, as discussed by Wayner et al., (12) in the case of the phenoxy radical and phenol that premise no longer applies, because PhOH can act as a hydrogen donor to the solvent. This subject was extensively covered in the literature (12, 20, 32) and the term sln H o (PhOH, g) − sln H o (PhO • , g) can be estimated using the Electrostatic-Covalent model (ECW) developed by Drago and coworkers. (33, 34) This model leads to a value of −8.7 kJ · mol −1 for that difference in benzene, with an estimated error of less than 1 kJ · mol −1 . The final result of this exercise, the gas phase PhO-H bond dissociation enthalpy derived from the photoacoustic experiment through equations (15) , (36), and (37), is presented in table 3, together with other (recalculated) literature results. (20) The other PAC values presented in table 3 rely on an "indirect" method to obtain D sln (PhO-H). Wayner et al. (12) developed an approach based on an auxiliary experiment, reaction (38), which involves the hydrogen abstraction from 1,4-cyclohexadiene:
t-BuOOBu-t (sln) + 2cy-C 6 H 8 (sln) → 2cy-C 6 H • 7 (sln) + 2t-BuOH(sln).
The photoacoustic study of reaction (38) is identical to the case of reaction (33) , and its analysis leads to an equation analogous to equation (36), but with one very important difference. The radical species involved and its precursor are now of the R • (15) and (36) with their analogous for reaction (38) allows to express D sln (PhO-H) in terms of the gas phase C-H bond dissociation enthalpy in 1,4-cyclohexadiene, (20) equation (39):
The above methodology avoids the estimation of the correction term r V /χ (which cancels out in the difference between the two reaction enthalpies measured by photoacoustic calorimetry), and the need for thermochemical data on di-tert-butylperoxide and tert-butanol. The drawback is, of course, that it relies on the anchor D(C-H).
At this point, both methods for determination of the O-H bond dissociation enthalpy of phenol by PAC, equations (36) and (39), could be compared and the assumptions made in deriving equation (39) tested. The gas phase C-H bond dissociation enthalpy was recently recalculated as D(C-H)= (326.6 ± 5.9) kJ · mol −1 . (20) This value and the experimental data by Wayner et al. (12) led to the result presented in table 3 [using equations (37) and ( Interestingly, the PAC value obtained in this work for D sln (PhO-H), (373.2 ± 5.2) kJ · mol −1 , is closer to the recommended gas phase O-H bond dissociation enthalpy in phenol, (371.3 ± 2.3) kJ · mol −1 , (20) than the gas phase PAC value obtained with equation (37), i.e. including the solvation corrections. The accuracy of these solvation corrections can, of course, be questioned, but it is also true that the available data for D(PhO-H), derived both from gas phase and solution techniques, vary over a considerable range. (20) Although the recommended value appears sensible in the light of the available evidence, it may well be an upper limit. In any case, small systematic errors intrinsic to the photoacoustic methodology and to the chemical reaction addressed in this study should not be ruled out. A final remark regarding standard states. Even though the PAC experiments do not yield standard enthalpies of reactions and the required corrections are difficult to estimate (since free radicals are involved), it is expected that the changes in obs H or in D(PhO-H) are much smaller than the experimental errors.
Although photoacoustic calorimetry is one of the youngest members of the calorimetry family it has already provided rather valuable insights into the thermochemistry of many reactions. The accuracy and precision of the results it affords are not comparable with those obtained with classical calorimetric techniques. However, the comparison may be unfair as PAC deals with species which have lifetimes smaller than a microsecond, not amenable to those classical methods. On the other hand, the present paper shows that great care should be taken when designing, building, and using a photoacoustic calorimeter. Whether the phenol reaction can be advantageously replaced by another process to test the reliability of PAC instruments remains an open question.
